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Vivekananda  School  of  Information  Technology,  Vivekananda  Institute  of  Professional
Studies, New Delhi, in collaboration with Computer Society of India (CSI), Delhi Section,
Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), Delhi Centre and International Journal of
Electrical,  Electronics  & Computer  Science  Engineering  (IJEECSE) organized  a National
Conference on “Information Security Risks – Techno Legal Management TeLMISR” on 09th
February 2015 followed by Students’ Convention; VConnect – 2015 on 13th -14th February
2015. 

The mega event was bestowed with the presence of highly eminent speakers, professionals,
technocrats,  dignitaries,  senior  delegates  from  different  wings  of  the  IT  industry  and
government organizations. The ulterior motive of this annual event is to provide a platform
for researchers and IT professionals from all over the country to showcase their ingenious
ideas  and  concepts  related  to  information  security  and  its  legal  aspects  that  could  be
implemented  for  benefit  of  the  society.  The delegates  from different  academic  institutes,
industries,  Government  Organizations,  Research  Laboratories  in  addition  to  over  invited
speakers, session chairmen and around 200 students participated in the conference.    

TeLMISR– 2015 received  over  50  papers  from all  across  the  country.  After  a  series  of
tenacious  review  processes,  22  papers  were  selected  for  acceptance  for  presentation  in
TeLMISR– 2015 under various groups during the one day in a technical session.  Out of
these 22 papers, a set of 18 papers were further recommended for publication in the hard
copy of the Post-Conference Proceeding having both ISSN and ISBN serials. These papers
will  also be published in the International  Journal  of Electrical,  Electronics  & Computer
Science  Engineering  (IJEECSE),  an  open-access  peer-reviewed  bi-monthly  journal.  The
selected papers after revision will be considered for publication in Vivekananda Journal of
Research (VJR). These papers exemplified a wide variety of research topics in all emerging
arenas besides accustomed and core ciphering areas. 

The inaugural  session commenced with the lighting  of  the lamp,  followed by a  classical
dance  performance on Saraswati  Vandana by Ms.  Prachi  Sharma,  a  student  of  MCA IV
semester, VSIT. 

The introductory address of the conference was given by Dr. Supriya Madan, Director, VSIT,
VIPS, Delhi.  Prof.  Dr. V.B. Coutinho, Principal  Advisor,  VIPS, Delhi gave the welcome
address and released the VConnect’15 Musical Track. 

Prof. Yogesh Singh, Director, NSIT, Delhi was the Honorable Chief Guest of the event. In
his  Inaugural  Address,  he  highlighted  the  role  of  Information  Security  in  technology
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development. He discussed the predominant developmental dimensions in the country and
consecutively sectors of the society impacted by the same. He mentioned that national events
like TeLMISR will certainly prove to be a constructive platform to channelize and synergize
the available potentials and the efforts of researchers towards holistic growth. He convened
India’s need of the hour to have its own ‘Brand Equity’ with intellectual capital  resource
impelling the transformation from a ‘Service Provider’ to ‘IT Premier’ nation. He enunciated
the need for mellowing highly optimized and sustainable technology systems utilizing local
expertise and diversity. He reiterated the substantial requisition of ‘India Centric’ technology
that can finely access the ingenious abilities of today’s edifying era.

The session was presided by Prof. M.N. Hoda, Director, Chairman, CSI Delhi Chapter and
Director, BVICAM, New Delhi. He congratulated the VIPS family for the collaboration with
prestigious  technical  societies  like  CSI,  IET  and  IJEECSE  and  emphasized  that  such
collaboration gave strength to the event. He also mentioned that the name of the National
conference  TeLMISR  and  Students’  convention  VConnect  brings  together  the  different
courses  running  under  one  umbrella  of  VIPS.  He  redefined  the  imprecise  concept  of
development and gave it a new meaning spanning all across society. 

Mr.  V.K. Gupta,  Chairman IET Delhi Network spoke about  collaborating  education with
professional society and nurturing the country as a whole. 

Brig. Dr. P.K. Saxena, Registrar, VIPS, Delhi shared his army experiences with the crowd.

Mr. Pawan Duggal, Advocate, Cyber Law Expert gave the keynote address. He focused on
the different aspects of Cybersecurity an impending arena to divulge attention, for the nation
to evolve without privacy encroachment.

Prof. Marian Pinheiro, Principal Director, VIPS, Delhi presented the vote of thanks.

The  one  day  conference  had  two  sessions.  The  forenoon  technical  sessions  of  paper
presentations covered various aspects of information security and their  implementation to
catalyze the overall  growth and development process. It was chaired by Dr. Anurag Jain,
Asst.  Prof.  &  Addl.  Coordinator  (Weekend  Program),  USICT,  GGSIPU,  Delhi.  The
conference stimulated discussions about issues related to information security risk.

A Valedictory Session was rendered to mark the end of the one-day long conference. VIPS
family played the perfect host to conduct the TeLMISR-2015 extremely immaculately and
hence it proved to be an exhilarating experience for all those attending the event and a rather
gratifying one for those who organized it. 
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